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Abstract

While the cost per megabyte of storage is economical,

sharing storage might be expensive because delivery of a

clip occupying the shared storage requires bandwidth. This

is especially true for mesh networks where devices are con-

strained by the radio-range and bandwidth of their wireless

networking card. Assuming a device, termed a peer, is con-

figured with a mass storage device, it may share either all, a

fraction, or none of its storage. When a peer does not shares

its storage, it stores clips with the objective to enhance a lo-

cal criterion such as number of clip requests serviced using

its mass storage device. When a peer shares its storage, it

may store clips to optimize a global metric such as the total

number of devices that may display their clips simultane-

ously, termed system throughput. Using this global metric,

we show the following surprising result: the throughput of

certain mesh networks is enhanced when peers do not share

storage. By understanding these tradeoffs, one may design

adaptable software to enable a peer to monitor its environ-

ment and decide to share or not to share its storage. We

demonstrate the feasibility of such a design using a simula-

tion study.

1 Introduction

In multi-hop wireless networks, two peers may commu-

nicate by employing a number of intermediate peers that

collaborate to relay information. An interesting subclass,

termed mesh networks, is more constrained by bandwidth

and storage limitation and less constrained by peer mobil-

ity and power consumption. An example includes Canada’s

SuperNet [3] which delivers educational material to remote

areas of Alberta using wireless peers as extensions of its

wired infrastructure. Another might be an office setting [10]

∗This research was supported in part by NSF grant IIS-0307908.

or a home entertainment system [6] where multiple peers

collaborate to provide on-demand access to continuous me-

dia, audio and video clips1. With the later, a household may

store its personal library on a peer for retrieval everywhere,

e.g., when visiting a friend’s home. A peer may encrypt its

content to either protect it from un-authorized access, i.e.,

authentication, or implement a business model for generat-

ing revenues. These mesh networks raise a host of privacy

and security issues [2] that constitute an active area of re-

search by several communities.

Assuming a peer is configured with a mass storage de-

vice, it may share either all, a fraction, or none of its storage.

In a self-organizing environment where network connectiv-

ity is dictated by peers being in radio-range of one another,

a peer must decide whether it shares its storage. This study

investigates this topic by focusing on one performance met-

ric, system throughput. Throughput is defined as the num-

ber of simultaneous peers able to display their referenced

clips. In order to display a clip, a peer may stream the clip

from either its mass storage device or its neighboring peers.

Maximizing system throughput is challenging when a

peer, say Pc, references a clip that does not reside in its local

storage. In this case, Pc must discover neighboring peers,

say {P1, P2, ..., Pp}, with a replica of the referenced clip.

Next, Pc admits itself into the network and streams the clip

from one or more candidate servers by reserving bandwidth

along those paths that connect them to Pc. Streaming over-

laps display of the clip at Pc with delivery of its remainder,

minimizing startup latency. Startup latency is defined as the

time elapsed from when the request is issued at Pc until Pc

initiates display of the referenced clip.

Streaming requires an admission control component to

prevent a new request from interfering with those active

requests that are streaming their referenced clips. If net-

1The focus of this study is on delayed mode of communication using

pre-recorded clips. Real-time mode of communication benefits marginally

from sharing storage.
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work bandwidth is not managed intelligently, a new request

may cause many active displays to starve for data, causing

their display to suffer from frequent disruptions and delays,

termed hiccups.

Ideally, a client should find its referenced clip in its local

storage. This would avoid the discovery process, use of lim-

ited network bandwidth and admission control. This is pos-

sible when the continuous media repository size is smaller

than the size of each peer’s mass storage device. Even with

today’s 750 Gigabyte disk drives, there is an explosion of

content and it is unrealistic to assume the entire repository

fits on the mass storage device of a peer.

When the repository size exceeds a peer’s storage capac-

ity, a peer may store clips to enhance either a local or a

global criterion. A local criterion might be to maximize the

number of references serviced using a peer’s local storage.

This criterion motivates a peer not to share its storage. Sim-

ple is a greedy data placement strategy to realize this crite-

rion. With a global criterion, a peer may collaborate with

other peers to enhance the overall system throughput. This

motivates a peer to share its storage. Halo-clip is a data

placement strategy for this mode of operation. Of course,

one may consider a hybrid of these two possibilities where

a peer decides to share or not to share its storage. By under-

standing the tradeoffs associated with Simple and Halo-clip,

this paper presents Hybrid which enables a peer to choose

whether it employs Simple or Halo-Clip. Obtained results

show Hybrid outperforms a technique that requires all peers

either to share storage (Halo-clip) or not to share storage

(Simple). In this study we assume a centralized admission

control in order to focus on the comparison of different data

placement strategies.

Placement of continuous media in ad-hoc networks is an

emerging area of research. Several studies assume storage

of a peer is shared [11, 4, 1]. Simple [8] is a technique that

does not share storage. To the best of our knowledge, no

prior study quantifies the tradeoffs associated with sharing

storage. This is the key novelty of our study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2

and 3 outline two alternative data placement strategies de-

signed not to share and to share storage, respectively. We

quantify their tradeoffs in Section 4. Obtained results lead

to development of Hybrid in Section 5 which is shown to

be superior to both Simple and Halo-Clip. Brief conclu-

sions and our future research directions are contained in

Section 6.

2 Not to share storage: Simple

A Simple data placement strategy assigns clips to each

peer with the objective to enhance a local criterion such as

the local hit ratio of each peer. In [8], we study two alter-

native policies for Simple: Frequency-based and Byte-hit.

Parameter Definition

A Area of geographical region covered by the peers

R Radio range of a peer

C Number of clips in the repository, 1 ≤ i ≤ C

N Number of peers

fi Frequency of access to clip i

SC,i Size of clip i

SDB Size of the database, SDB =
∑C

i=1
SC,i

SN Storage capacity of a peer

ST Total storage capacity of the peers in the network

SP,i Size of clip i’s prefetch portion

BDisplay,i Bandwidth required to display clip i

BDisplay Average display bandwidth of clips in the database

BLink(i, j) Bandwidth of a link connecting two peers i and j

BLink Average bandwidth of links in the mesh network

BLink,j Average network bandwidth of node j to its neighbors

ri Number of replicas for clip i

Hi Number of hops for clip i

Hi Average number of hops for clip i

Table 1. Parameters and their definitions

Frequency-based sorts clips based on their frequency of ac-

cess (fi) and assigns those with highest value to a peer until

the storage capacity of the peer is exhausted. Byte-hit is

similar with one difference: It sorts clips based on their fre-

quency of access to each byte, fi

SC,i
. We show Byte-hit is

superior to Frequency-based because it maximizes system

throughput and is more robust to errors in frequency of ac-

cess to clips.

We use Byte-hit as the representative of Simple for com-

parison with Halo-clip in Section 4.

3 To share storage: Halo-Clip

When sharing storage, an algorithm places data to en-

hance a global metric such as the number of peers that may

display their referenced clips simultaneously. In addition

to specifying a framework to quantify this metric, the al-

gorithm must address the following questions: First, what

is the granularity of data (a block or a clip) occupying the

shared storage? Second, how many replicas of a granule

should be constructed in the mesh network? Third, how

should these replicas be placed across devices? In this sec-

tion, we present Halo-Clip and its decentralized implemen-

tation to address these questions.

Halo-clip controls placement of data at the granular-

ity of a clip. To minimize startup latency, a peer may

prefetch the first few blocks of each clip. When a user ref-

erences a clip using a peer, if the system admits the request

into the network then the peer displays its prefetch portion

while streaming its remainder from one or more neighbor-

ing peers. The size of clip i’s prefetch portion is dictated by:

1) the estimated available bandwidth of the path between a

client and the closest replica(s) of clip i, termed BPath, and
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2) clip size. If BPath exceeds BDisplay then startup latency

is the time required to deliver the first block, which dictates

the size of the prefetch portion. Otherwise, prefetch size

is [7]: SP,i = SC,i − ⌊ BP ath

BDisplay,i
× SC,i⌋, where SC,i

denotes the clip size.

To maximize the number of simultaneous displays, we

minimize the average amount of bandwidth required to

transmit the clips across the network. This is defined as:

B(Hi) =

C
∑

i=1

fiBDisplay,iHi (1)

where fi is the frequency of access to clip i, and Hi de-

notes the average number of hops required to deliver clip i

to a client. Average startup latency is dictated by the time

required to deliver the clips’ prefetch portion.

L(Hi) =
C

∑

i=1

fi

SP,i − SP,i

BDisplay,i

Hi (2)

where SP,i denotes the average amount of prefetch data on

each peer. It is possible for the prefetch portion of a clip

to be present on some peers and absent from others. In this

case, SP,i is the total size of the replicated prefetch portions

divided by N . When SP,i and SP,i are equal, L(Hi) be-

comes zero, providing the best startup latency. Note that

both Equations 1 and 2 use Hi as the average number of

hops to deliver either the clip itself or its prefetch portion.

The amount of storage on each peer is finite. Thus, the

placement of data must satisfy the following constraint:

C
∑

i=1

riSC,i ≤ SV (3)

where SV is the total storage of peers minus the amount of

prefetch data, i.e., SV = ST −N
∑C

i=1
SP,i

Assuming a graph topology, we relate the number of

replicas ri to Hi as ri = ⌈ Q

Hi
2 ⌉, where Q is a constant

describing the area covered by the nodes and the density

of the nodes. For example, with a general graph structure,

Q = 2A

3
√

3R2
[9]. Using the Lagrangian multipliers method,

the optimization problem can be expressed as:

Min

{

F (Hi) + ϕ

[

C
∑

i=1

QSC,i

Hi
2

− SV

]}

(4)

Where F (Hi) is the target function:

F (Hi) = αB(Hi) + (1 − α)L(Hi)

=

C
∑

i=1

fiHi

(

αBDisplay,i + (1 − α)
SP,i − SP,i

BDisplay,i

)

=

C
∑

i=1

fiHiΩi

Where Ωi = αBDisplay,i +(1−α)
SP,i−SP,i

BDisplay,i
and α is a tun-

ing parameter that controls the weight (importance) given to

B(Hi) and L(Hi), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

We solve for Hi to obtain:

Hi = 3

√

2ϕQSC,i

fiΩi

(5)

Substituting Hi in the constraint, we compute the La-

grangian multipliers as:

ϕ =
1

2

√

√

√

√

Q
(

∑C
i=1

3

√

f2

i Ω2

i SC,i

)3

S3

V

(6)

Substituting ϕ back into Equation 5, we obtain:

Hi =

√

Q
∑C

k=1

3

√

f2

kΩ2

kSC,k

SV

× 3

√

SC,i

fiΩi

(7)

Now, the average number of replicas for each clip i is:

ri = ⌈
SV

3

√

f2

i Ω2

i

3

√

S2

C,i

∑C

k=1

3

√

SC,kf2

kΩ2

k

⌉ (8)

3.1 Decentralized implementation

One may implement Halo-clip using a randomized algo-

rithm. In this paper, we use a variation of the three stage

technique described in [9]. Its three stages are Snooze, Cre-

ate, and Challenge. When a peer publishes a new clip, say

clip X, it broadcasts a publish message to all peers in the

mesh network. A receiving peer Pi spawns a thread to in-

voke the three phases in turn. During Snooze, the thread

sleeps for a random period of time. Upon expiration of this

time out, the thread invokes Create. During this phase, if

available storage of peer Pi exceeds the size of clip X then

it selects itself as a candidate server for this clip. Otherwise,

it determines if other clips should be swapped out in favor of

X. This might be performed by comparing the byte-hit value

of X with those clips occupying its storage. If sufficient

victim objects can be identified to store X, Pi marks these

as victim objects. Otherwise, Halo-clip terminates without

storing X.

Assuming Pi decides to store clip X, it generates a sup-

press message to prevent those neighboring peers that are

Hi hops away from becoming candidate servers for X.

Each peer Pj that receives this message might be in ei-

ther Snooze, Create or Challenge phases for Halo-clip. If

in Snooze phase then Pj increases its sleep time. If in Cre-

ate phase then Pj challenges Pi as the candidate server for

X. At this point both Pj and Pi enter the Challenge phase

of Halo-clip. Halo-clip may use a variety of criteria to
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decide the winner. These might include each peer’s free

storage, number of neighbors, and available network band-

width. The winner, say Pi, is the candidate server for X.

If Pi’s suppress message encounters a peer Pj execut-

ing challenge phase of Halo-clip with another peer Pk then

Pj waits2 until the outcome of its current challenge is re-

solved prior to challenging Pi. If Pj is the winner then Pj

challenges Pi. Otherwise, Pj terminates its invocation of

Halo-clip.

The candidate server for X generates a message to in-

form all those neighbors Hi hops away that it is the server

for clip X. At this point all peers in the Snooze phase termi-

nate their invocation of Halo-clip.

4 A Comparison

In this section, we compare Simple with Halo-clip. Key

insights are as follows. When access frequencies are either

unknown or expected to vary significantly in a short span of

time, Halo-clip is superior to Simple because it enhances the

likelihood of a peer acting as a server for its neighbors. Oth-

erwise, simple is superior to Halo-clip when a deployment

is storage challenged and has limited network bandwidth.

Below, we elaborate on these insights.

We start with an overview of our experimental method-

ology. Next, we present the obtained results.

Experimental design: We have developed a flexible ex-

perimental framework that can emulate alternative network

topologies, peer specifications, and repository characteris-

tics. This framework consists of two distinct components:

data placement, and workload generator. The first compo-

nent consumes configuration files that specify system and

repository characteristics along with a choice of data place-

ment strategy. It computes a placement of clips across the

peers. The second component consumes this data place-

ment and a target access distribution to clips in order to

compute the system throughput.

Both components support a variety of network topolo-

gies such as String, Grid, and arbitrary Graphs. With

all topologies, we assume the presence of a base station

that provides access to the wired infrastructure and remote

servers. It is located at one end of the String topology and

one corner of the Grid and Graph topologies. We exam-

ined different peer specifications, manipulating the storage

capacity of each peer and its network bandwidth. We con-

sidered repositories consisting of both a single media type

and a mix of media types. With each, we manipulated the

number of clips for each media type, and frequency of ac-

cess to the different clips.

The workload generator computes system throughput as

follows. It averages the number of simultaneous displays

2Pj waits for the outcome of its challenge because it is the recipient of

the suppress message and the algorithm is distributed.

supported by the following process for a fixed number of

iterations. In each iteration, it picks peers in a round-robin

manner. The chosen peer references a clip for display per

specified Zipfian distribution. If the referenced clip, say

clip i, resides in local storage of the peer then the number

of simultaneous displays of this iteration is incremented by

one. Otherwise, it invokes a centralized3 admission control

component that employs the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [5]

to stream the referenced clip from neighboring peers or the

base station. If the request can be admitted into the system

then the number of simultaneous displays is increased by

one. Otherwise, the request is rejected. Since the request

is either admitted or rejected instantaneously, the tolerable

startup latency in this case is zero. This might be different in

a real system that would show advertisements while waiting

for the request to be admitted. An iteration ends once all N
peers have invoked this procedure. Note that the maximum

throughput for an iteration is N .

Robustness to error in frequency of access: We analyze

the robustness of Halo-clip and Simple by manipulating the

frequency of access to clips inputted to the workload gen-

erator. The Zipfian distribution of access is a property of

the clip repository used by the data placement component

to assign clips to peers. An input to the workload generator

is a distribution that shifts the original one with parameter

g. The value of g ranges from 0 to C − 1. This means the

frequency of access for clip i assumed when placing data is

assigned to clip (i + g) mod C when generating the work-

load. Both components employs the same distribution when

g = 0.

Obtained results: The insights presented at the beginning

of this section are based on analyzing numerous results ob-

tained from different experimental settings. This section

shows the key insights using the simplest experiments. Its

observations hold true for more complex experiments, as

summarized at the end of this section.

Figure 1 shows the average number of simultaneous dis-

plays with Simple and Halo-clip for a variety of ST

SDB
ratios

when g = 0, i.e., the same distribution of access is used by

both data placement and workload generator. Target repos-

itory consists of one media type with a display bandwidth

requirement of 4 Mbps. There are 576 equi-sized clips. Our

target mesh topology is a Grid consisting of 144 peers with

a link bandwidth of 2, 4, or 12 Mbps. The maximum possi-

ble system throughput is 144.

We increase ST

SDB
by increasing the storage of each

peer while maintaining the same repository of clips. This

causes both Simple and Halo-clip to support a higher system

throughput because both techniques assign a larger fraction

3We assume a centralized admission control in order to minimize the

number of research topics and maintain our focus on evaluating alternative

data placement strategies. An investigation of alternative admission control

policies including distributed ones is a future research topic.
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1.a) BLink(i, j) bandwidths of 2 and 4 Mbps. 1.b) BLink(i, j) bandwidths of 4 and 12 Mbps.

Figure 1. Simple and Halo-clip with different BLink(i, j) bandwidths

of the repository to each node, reducing demand for net-

work bandwidth to stream clips from either a neighboring

peer with Halo-clip or the base station with Simple.

When the link bandwidth is comparable to the display

requirement of a clip (BLink(i, j)=2 Mbps ¡ BDisplay,i=4

Mbps) and ST

SDB
is less than 60, Simple outperforms Halo-

clip. This is because Simple enables a peer to service

many more requests from its local storage when com-

pared with Halo-clip. To illustrate, when ST

SDB
=10, the

average frequency of access to clips assigned to a peer i

( 1

N

∑N

i=1

∑k

j=1
fi,j for the k clips assigned to peer i) is

39.52% with Simple. It is 18.91% with Halo-clip; almost

one half of that with Simple. Halo-clip requires a peer

to stream clips from the shared storage of its neighboring

peers. It exhausts the available network bandwidth quickly,

preventing the system from admitting requests. This results

in a lower system throughput. As we increase the amount

of storage per peer ( ST

SDB
values beyond 60), Halo-clip con-

structs additional replicas of each clip. This enhances the

number of requests serviced using local storage of a peer

and reducing the average number of hops required to stream

a clip. To illustrate, when ST

SDB
is 80, average frequency of

access to clips for each peer is 79.43% with Halo-clip and

82.68% with Simple. This minimizes the demand for net-

work bandwidth and enables Halo-clip to outperform Sim-

ple.

When we change the link bandwidth to 12 Mbps, Halo-

clip outperforms simple by a wide margin for all ST

SDB
val-

ues. The additional network bandwidth enables peers to

stream clips from their neighboring devices. With Simple,

every time a peer fails to find a referenced clip in its local

storage, it must stream the clip from the base station which

is located in one corner of the Grid topology. Once the link

bandwidth of the peers (in this case 2) neighboring the base

station are exhausted, the base station may not stream ad-

ditional clips. This explains the modest gains with Sim-

ple when link bandwidth is increased from 4 to 12 Mbps.

Halo-clip realizes the maximum possible system throughput

when ST

SDB
is 40. Beyond this point, increasing the amount

of storage per peer does not enhance system throughput fur-

ther (unless the access frequencies are erroneous, as dis-

cussed in the following paragraphs).

In passing, the placement of the base station has a dra-

matic impact on system throughput with Simple. If it was

centrally located in the Grid topology, it would have more

neighbors, enabling Simple to support a higher throughput

as we increase the link bandwidth.

We compared Simple and Halo-clip using a heteroge-

neous repository and a variety of network topologies. The

insights presented in this section continue to hold true and

repeat themselves. Also we ran simulations to compare ro-

bustness of Halo-clip and Simple to error in frequency of

access. Obtained results show that Halo-clip provides ei-

ther a comparable or a superior throughput to Simple when

g > 0 which is translated to error in frequency of access.

Due to lack of space, we presented a sketchy outline of

our key observations and results in above.

5 Hybrid

One may design a hybrid technique where a peer decides

whether it employs Simple or Halo-clip to manage its stor-

age. Our experimental results show this hybrid technique

performs the same as Simple when Simple is superior and
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Halo-clip otherwise.

The details of this technique, termed Hybrid, are as fol-

lows. Periodically, a peer j monitors its average network

bandwidth to its neighbors (BLink,j) and the average band-

width required to display clips (BDisplay) that constitute the

repository. As long as this ratio (
BLink,j

BDisplay
) is greater than

one, this peer shares its storage using Halo-clip. As soon as

this ratio becomes less than one, it switches to Simple.

Thus, with Hybrid, peers with abundant network band-

width share their storage while those with insufficient net-

work bandwidth do not share their storage. Hybrid does not

consider storage capacity of the network relative to reposi-

tory size, i.e., ST

SDB
ratios, because Halo-clip is superior to

Simple only when storage is constrained and network band-

width is abundant. Hybrid’s criterion is a generalization of

this.

We considered different network topologies to compare

Hybrid with Simple and Halo-clip. In investigated topolo-

gies some nodes are configured to have scarce bandwidth

(their BLink,j is less than the BDisplay ) and the rest have

abundant available bandwidth.

Figure 2 shows the number of simultaneous displays sup-

ported by Hybrid, Halo-clip, and Simple. Target topology

is a 100 node Grid divided into four zones. Each zone con-

sists of 25 nodes and occupies one corner of the grid. Two

diagonal zones have scarce bandwidth while the other two

have abundant bandwidth. The average link bandwidth of

this target topology is 3.5 Mbps. As a function of ST

SDB
ra-

tios, Hybrid enables a peer to adjust dynamically to either

share or not to share its storage. With Hybrid, when a peer

invokes Halo-clip, it assumes the storage capacity of the en-

tire network as shared when placing clips across peers. A

peer selectively discards Halo-clip’s proposed placement by

not sharing its storage (and employing Simple).

6 Future Research

One of our long term research objectives is to investi-

gate the interaction of system throughput with other per-

formance metrics including clip availability and startup la-

tency. Clip availability quantifies what fraction of a repos-

itory is available to a peer when it becomes disconnected

from the mesh network. Startup latency is the delay from

when a peer issues a request for a clip to the onset of its

display. Halo-clip is flexible enough to enable a peer to pre-

stage a prefetch portion of a clip in anticipation of future

references. This enhances the peer’s startup latency by re-

ducing its amount of shared storage. An understanding of

these interactions enables a peer to adjust parameter settings

of Halo-clip in response to the requirements of its target ap-

plication.
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